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De Opgang, Amsterdam

Carnisselande, Barendrecht

Vrijburcht, Amsterdam
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De Zilvervloot, Dordrecht

De Beeklaan, The Hague

De Muzen, Almere
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La Grande Cour, Amsterdam
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Silodam, Amsterdam
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The Whale, Amsterdam

Plans from Density: New Collective Housing, Mozas & Per

These plans make sense of the various pathways through which one could traverse each building, and map out how each of distinct
unit type connects to produce a varied and functional community. While many of the floors, appear straight forward, traversing from
floor to floor could occur in many different places depending on the need. The floors themselves do not all stack neatly. Many of the
buildings integrate courtyards, and pattern the existing physical structure, so as the best unite the additional non-residential spaces
with the units. This design is what makes these complexes serves as more than just apartment buildings, but as unique multi-functional communities on each floor.

Dutch Complex Housing: De Opgang
Andra Zerbe, with Professor Julia Robinson
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De Opgang has six floors, with 79 apartments variously configured to fill in the upper levels of the building. The apartments are
accessed via single loaded corridors that surround a courtyard. The building integrates a church, child day care facilities, and a
parking garage. As the building elevation increases, the number of units decreases on each level, creating a decrease in mass between the continuation of units stacked above the church, and the opposite corner of the building on the sixth and fifth floors.
The space surrounding the church is void of units, and is surrounded by a water, allowing for accessibility from the street.

Dutch Complex Housing: De Beeklaan
Corinne Deger, with Professor Julia Robinson

De Beeklaan, located in The Hauge, has four buildings with five to seven floors, with varied unit types. The buildings uses single
loaded corridors. The units are orientated in a way to provide maximum space. The first building, or Block I, includes a tall tower
that marks the aparment block. The building incorporates residential and commercial units.

Dutch Complex Housing: Carnisselande
Andra Zerbe, with Professor Julia Robinson
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Carnisselande has eight floors, with varied unit types including apartments, corner apartments, single family houses, pent
houses, studio apartments, assisted living, and group living. The buildings uses mostly single loaded corridors. The units have
been organized into blocks that are placed together like fingers for access to light and air. Most noticeable is the thin tower of
stacked units that extends above the rest of the blocks, and serves as a landmark for the town. The building, located on the main
town square, incorporates a library and a clinic.

Dutch Complex Housing: De Muzen
Andra Zerbe, with Professor Julia Robinson
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De Muzen has six floors, with a mixture of multi-story apartments and row houses. The units are separated into a long arc, and four
smaller tulip-shaped sections. The long arc of 165 homes for the elderly are connected by a single loaded corridor, while the opposite
side of each unit, a view of water and vegetation is provided. The arc is separated horizontally, by reducing the number of units on
each side of the fourth through sixth levels, and by setting back the sixth floor to reference a cornice. The four tulip shaped blocks at
the front of the building incorporate a mixture of apartment types. These four blocks are connected to the arced block by an indoor
courtyard.

Dutch Complex Housing: Silodam
Corinne Deger, with Professor Julia Robinson

Silodam is located in Amersterdam and has eleven floors with 157 apartments, with sets of unit types that vary in interior wall
and window placement. The buildings uses single and double loaded corridors to account for the many different unit sets. The
multiple patterns of windows and siding material gives this geometric simple building a connection to the shipping containers
that can be found along the harbor. The building, located on an Oude Houthaven harbor, incorporates business, commercial
retail, and residential units.

